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		If you’d like to make a group reservation (9+ people), please contact our groups service by telephone or via the online form. 





TO THE CONTACT FORM



	


                       
	

	

                            
                            Contact Centre
                        

			
                            +32 (0)70 79 79 79 €0.30/min
			

	

        

    


    

    
    
        
            
    
        
            
                
                Passenger 
                
                : 
                
                
                
            

            
                
                Senior (65+)
Senior (60-64)
Adult (26-59)
Youth (15-25)
Youth (12-14)
Child (6-11)
Child (4-5)
Child (0-3)
Child (0-3) on parents' lap - FREE


                
                
                
                
                
                
            


            
            
                
                    
                    You can optionally book a ticket at child fare if you want a reserved seat for your baby on Thalys, Eurostar and TGV (recommended if you want to benefit from the Forfait Bambin on TGV INOUI). Reserving a seat is compulsory for journeys operated by long distance buses.
                    
                    
                    Children under 4 years old travel for free and don't need a ticket if they don't require a reserved seat.
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                            Use your loyalty card(s)
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                                    OK
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Clear the local storage.
                                    
                                
                            
                        

                    

                

            

    


            
        


            
            

            
    

    

        
    

            
            
                Do you have a MyTrain account? (optional)


Log in to retrieve passengers, discount and loyalty cards from your account.Do you have a MyTrain account? (optional)


Log in to have your passenger details pre-filled.
            

            
                Log in
            

        





    
            
        
                
        
        Discount cards

    


            

    
        The discount cards below are accepted on our website. If you want to use a different discount card, please call the Contact Centre. Please note: you will need to show proof of entitlement during on-board inspection.
    

    
        
                
                    

                    50% discount Belgium (SNCB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: SNCB/NMBS logo]
                    

                    
                        If you have a reduction card giving 50% discount on the Belgian rail network (e.g. Large Families, Preferential Reimbursement or Military card), you also get 50% discount on the Belgian part of an international journey with InterCity or regional trains at Standard fare.
                    

                

                
                    

                    100% discount Belgium (SNCB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: SNCB/NMBS logo]
                    

                    
                        Holders of a valid travel pass, Unlimited Season Ticket or token for free transport on the Belgian rail network (visual impaired travellers, parliament members, police in uniform etc...) do not have to pay for the Belgian part of an international journey with conventional IC or local trains.
                    

                

                
                    

                    40% discount Netherlands (NS)
                

                
                    
                        [image: NS logo]
                    

                    
                        Holders of some types of NS season tickets (e.g. OV-Jaarabonnement, depending on the travel time and the season ticket conditions) get 40% discount on the Dutch part of an international journey with conventional trains to/from the Netherlands.
                    

                

                
                    

                    100% discount Netherlands (NS)
                

                
                    
                        [image: NS logo]
                    

                    
                        Holders of a valid railpass for the Dutch rail network and holders of some types of NS season tickets (e.g. OV-Jaarabonnement, depending on the travel time and the season ticket conditions) do not pay for the Dutch part of an international journey with conventional trains to/from the Netherlands.
                    

                

                
                    

                    100% discount Luxembourg (CFL)
                

                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Holders of a valid travel pass, Network Railcard or token for free transport on the Luxembourg rail network do not have to pay for the Luxembourg part of an international journey with conventional IC or local trains.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Frequent Pass (Eurostar)
                

                
                    
                        [image: Eurostar]
                    

                    
                        ThePass members pay a membership fee entitling them to reduced fares and increased flexibility when travelling to certain Eurostar destinations.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Premium Pass (Eurostar)
                

                
                    
                        [image: Eurostar]
                    

                    
                        ThePass members pay a membership fee entitling them to reduced fares and increased flexibility when travelling between Paris and Brussels.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Bahncard 25 1st class (DB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: DB logo]
                    

                    
                        This card gives 25% discount in Germany when travelling with ICE or conventional trains (not valid on Thalys).
                    

                

                
                    

                    Bahncard 25 2nd class (DB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: DB logo]
                    

                    
                        This card gives 25% discount in Germany when travelling with ICE or conventional trains (not valid on Thalys).
                    

                

                
                    

                    Bahncard 50 1st class (DB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: DB logo]
                    

                    
                        This card gives 50% discount in Germany when travelling with ICE or conventional trains (not valid on Thalys).
                    

                

                
                    

                    Bahncard 50 2nd class (DB)
                

                
                    
                        [image: DB logo]
                    

                    
                        This card gives 50% discount in Germany when travelling with ICE or conventional trains (not valid on Thalys).
                    

                

                
                    

                    Carte Avantage Jeune (SNCF)
                

                
                    
                        [image: SNCF]
                    

                    
                        This discount card for travellers from 12 to 27 years old offers a 30% discount on TGV and Intercités journeys in France and in Europe.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Carte Avantage Senior (SNCF)
                

                
                    
                        [image: SNCF]
                    

                    
                        This discount card for travellers of 60 years and over offers a 30% discount on TGV and Intercités journeys in France and in Europe.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Carte Liberté (SNCF)
                

                
                    
                        [image: SNCF]
                    

                    
                        The Carté Liberté is sold at the fixed price of €399 per year. This card is valid in 1st and 2nd class throughout France and offers 45% discount on the Business Première fare or 60% discount on the Seconde fare (as well as 50% discount to a maximum of 3 accompanying children).
                    

                

                
                    

                    Carte Avantage - child companion (SNCF)
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                        Discount for maximum 3 children (4 to 11 years old) who travel together with the holder of a valid Carte Avantage.
                    

                

                
                    

                    Half-Fare Travelcard (SBB)
                

                
                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Discount of 50% with the Half-Fare Travelcard (SBB)
                    

                

        

    

            

                
        Close
    


        

    


    

    
            
        
                
        
        Loyalty cards

    


            


Enter the My Thalys World, Carte Grand Voyageur or Eurostar loyalty card number for each passenger. Note: this card is nominative and not transferable.

            

                
        Close
    


        

    


    















        

    

    
            
                Advanced search
            

{"ticketLanguage":null,"showTicketLanguage":false,"listOfLanguages":null}
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                What’s up ?


            
        
            
    
                    PARISIAN SUMMER
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        This summer, the flame will be burning in Paris. Take the Eurocity Brussels-Paris direct to the French capital and don't miss the sporting performances.


    

            
                
        MORE INFO
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    NIGHT TRAINS
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        Discover our wide range of night trains from Belgium and elsewhere.


    

            
                
        DISCOVER MORE
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    8 EXPERT TIPS
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        8 expert tips to buy your international rail tickets in Europe at the best fare.


    

            
                
        Learn more
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    CONNECTION TICKET
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        For a little supplement you can start or complete your international train journey in any Belgian station.


    

            
                
        More info
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            Request unsuccessful

            

        

    



	
		
			SNCB INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTERNEWSLETTER

		

	

					
			
				Subscribe to our newsletter and don’t miss out on the best promotions and travel ideas for your next train journeys, our contests etc. More information about how we are processing your personal data can be found in our Privacy Policy.Subscribe to our newsletter and don’t miss out on the best promotions and travel ideas for your next train journeys. We are processing your personal data in accordance with our Privacy Policy.
			


		
			
				
				
				
				
					 SUBSCRIBE 
				
			

		


		
	


			

			
				Your data has been updated

				Your profile has been successfully completed.
			

		

	
	
	

    






    
        
        
                Your favourite destinations


            
        
            
    
                    PARIS
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        Book from €29*from €29*
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    AMSTERDAM
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        Book from €26*from €26*
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    LONDON
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        Book from €44*from €44*
    

        











        

        
            
    
                    LYON
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        Book from €49*from €49*
    

        











        




        
       



    





    
                
                    
            
  HAVE A QUESTION? 
  
 
  ASK US NOW!

 NEED INFORMATION?

                    
    
            
                
            
        

    

    

    
            
                
            
        

    

    

    
            
                
            
        

    

    

        


                    
            Contact Centre


   +32 70 79 79 79  (€0.30/min)


            
        


        


        

    












    


    
    












    
         
        
            
    
        
                 	Destinations
	
                    
        Paris
    

            
	
                    
        London
    

            
	
                    
        Amsterdam
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels
    

            
	
                    
        Lille
    

            
	
                    
        Cologne
    

            
	
                    
        Lyon
    

            
	
                    
        Disneyland®Paris
    

            


     	Trains
	
                    
        Eurostar
    

            
	
                    
        TGV INOUI
    

            
	
                    
        ICE
    

            
	
                    
        InterCity
    

            
	
                    
        TGV Lyria
    

            
	
                    
        Nightjet
    

            
	
                    
        Trenitalia
    

            
	
                    
        Eurostar Sun
    

            


     	Routes
	
                    
        Brussels-Paris
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels-London
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels-Amsterdam
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels-Lille
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels-Cologne
    

            
	
                    
        Brussels-Vienna
    

            
	
                    
        Amsterdam-Paris
    

            
	
                    
        Paris-London
    

            


     	Our company
	
                    
        About SNCB International
    

            
	
                    
        Legal information
    

            
	
                    
        Conditions of carriage
    

            
	
                    
        Passenger rights
    

            
	
                    
        Missed connection
    

            
	
                    
        Sales conditions
    

            
	
                    
        Privacy policy
    

            
	
                    
        Accessibility declaration
    

            



            

        

        
        
            Follow us!

            
    
            

    
    
            

    
    
            

    
    
            

    
    
            

    
            

        

                


                    

    

                    
            
                 Secure payment with the following payment methods:Secure payment
[image: Pay with Visa][image: Pay with MasterCard][image: Pay with Amex][image: Pay with Bancontact][image: Pay with Maestro][image: Pay with Ideal][image: Pay with PayPal]
            

                    
                    
        DOWNLOAD THE APP
    
    
        [image: Download our app via the app store]
    
    
        [image: Download our app with Google Play]
    

            

    

                        
            
                
                    
                        * Unless expressly stated otherwise, all fares quoted are per person/per leg (VAT included) based on an online reservation for a 2nd class return from Brussels. Please note, terms and conditions apply.   Tip: As the number of seats at the lowest fares on Eurostar, TGV INOUI and ICE trains is limited, we recommend that you book your trip as early as possible. Most international trains allow reservations to be made from 4 months before the date of departure (for Eurostar journeys to and from London, bookings can be made as early as 330 days before the date of travel, and for ICE as early as 6 months before the departure.).

Orders made on this website involve payment obligation. You do not have a right of withdrawal in accordance with Article VI.53 of the Code of Economic Law.
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        Legal information
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